Check Your NoodleTools NoteCards

Check off if you did the following

☐ NoteCard is linked to the appropriate source from my Works Cited list

☐ NoteCard is titled with the main idea of the passage from the article

☐ DIRECT QUOTATION box – excerpt from the article is marked up with highlighter, underlining, color, etc., to pull the main ideas out visually

☐ PARAPHRASE box
  ☐ paraphrase is at least half the length of the material in the Direct Quotation box
  ☐ paraphrase is marked up with highlighter, underlining, color, etc., to pull out important ideas visually

☐ MY IDEAS box
  Answers most or all of the following questions:
  ☐ Why is this material important?
  ☐ Why did I select this excerpt to take notes on?
  ☐ What do I think about this?
  ☐ Does this article connect to ideas I’ve found in other articles? Is it contrary to other articles I’m using?
  ☐ How will I use this in my essay?
  ☐ Do I still have questions?